Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing in regards to Yumbah Nyamat Application number 1003316, planning permit application
number P18147.
My reasons for objection to Yumbah’s response to the original submissions include:
Air quality:
•

•

Dust: Yumbah have not explained or given any indication of how they will stop
airborne dust from reaching nearby houses and rooftops which are used to gather
drinking water.
Odour: Yumbah have not explained how they will manage the removal of sludge
from the settling ponds, channels, lagoons and holding tanks.

Visual Impact:
•

Solar Panels: Yumbah failed to address how they will screen out the glare of the solar panels
to residents who live above the project. As per their response to original submissions
regarding solar panels, Yumbah have stated that there is “relatively low levels of
reflectivity”, however their proposed 5800 solar panels covering a 2ha area facing north will
create a very disturbing glare to surrounding residents, even at low levels.

•

Yumbah only addressed how they will screen out the sight of the new farm for
residents living at sea level, plans were not discussed for those who live above and
will be looking down on it.

Exclusion Zones:
•

Exclusion zones around intake pipes: This will see the loss of popular fishing and
scuba diving grounds used by locals and tourists

Loss of Amenity:
•

I object to the response given in the GHD report stating “the amenity expectations
from residents are too high”. I would suggest that Yumbah follow their statements
as per their website “ Yumbah has carefully sited its farms in isolated areas” how is
the proposed site at Dutton Way isolated? Or are my expectations of isolation to
high as well?

Reliability of testing and Yumbah reports:
•

I object to the fact that Yumbah are justifying their answers to submissions based on
their current Narrawong Farm. This farm is in a more isolated area and is not of
equivalent size; therefore it is difficult to judge that the outcome of the newly
proposed farm will be the same regarding the issues I have discussed above.
Summary:

Dutton Way is the wrong location for this proposal. Expand the current farm or find
an isolated area for an abalone farm of this scale.

